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That’s on my list….

The Address by Fiona Davis
This is a a compelling novel about the thin lines between love and loss, 
success and ruin, passion and madness, all hidden behind the walls of 
The Dakota, New York City's most famous residence.

The Arrangement by Sarah Dunn
A progressive New York couple with an autistic son move to a bucolic 
Hudson Valley exurb and immerse themselves in the local community 
only to have their bond tested by an invitation to become an 
open-marriage couple.

The Banker’s Wife by Cristina Alger
The only thing worse than finding out that your husband is dead is 
discovering the secrets he left behind. Annabel's seemingly perfect 
ex-patriate life in Geneva is shattered when her banker husband 
Matthew's plane crashes in the Alps.

Caught by Harlan Coben
Teenager Haley McWaid doesn't come home one night, and when months 
go by without a word her parents assume the worst. Reporter Wendy 
Tynes conducts a sexual predator sting, working with the local police to 
capture men on camera and later televising the footage. Her latest 
suspect is community social worker Dan Mercer, and those who know 
him can't believe he's guilty.
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Dollbaby by Laura Lane McNeal
Ibby Bell is dumped by her mother on her grandmother's doorstep, 
holding an urn with the ashes of her recently deceased father. The 
naive, spirited teenager arrives in New Orleans in the midst of the 
racial turmoil of the 1960s. Her eccentric, wealthy grandmother 
Fannie's house holds myriad secrets: locked rooms, asylum visits, 
racial tension, and dark truths.

The Dutch Wife by Ellen Keith
Amsterdam, May 1943. As the tulips bloom and the Nazis tighten 
their grip across the city, the last signs of Dutch resistance are being 
swept away.

The Girl from Berlin by Ronald H Balson
Lockhart and Taggart investigate a German violin prodigy's 
handwritten records from Berlin's interwar period to resolve a land 
dispute between a powerful corporation and a woman facing the loss 
of her Tuscan hills home.

Hemingses of Monticello by Annette 
Gordon Reed
Historian and legal scholar Gordon-Reed presents this epic work that 
tells the story of the Hemingses, an American slave family and their 
close blood ties to Thomas Jefferson. (non-fiction)

Ike and Kate by James MacManus
Reimagines the affair between General Eisenhower and Kay 
Summersby as they traveled through Europe together on the eve of 
the final assault on Nazi Germany.

The Immortalists by Chloe Benjamin
In her second novel, Benjamin (The Anatomy of Dreams) constructs 
an imaginative and satisfying family saga. In 1969, the four 
rambunctious Gold children, Simon, Klara, Daniel, and Varya, visit a 
psychic on Manhattan's Lower East Side who predicts the date each 
of them will die.

The Monogram Murders: the new Hercule 
Poirot Mystery by Sophie Hannah
Hercule Poirot's quiet supper in a London coffee house is interrupted 
when a young woman confides to him that she is about to be 
murdered. She is terrified, but begs Poirot not to find and punish her 
killer. 
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